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O ptical wavefront or figure metrology is concerned 
with measuring the departure of a spherical 
wavefront or optical surface from a purely spheri
cal (or flat as a special case of spherical) form. 

Form resolution can be as good as 2.5 nm, but environmen
tal effects often limit repeatability at any point on the 
surface to several times this. Lateral resolution is generally 
no more than 100 cycles per aperture diameter and often 
substantially less. The maximum departure from pure 
spherical form that can be measured accurately—that is, to 
within a few times the resolution of the instrument—is 
about 10 wavelengths of visible light or perhaps 5 µm. 

Interferometric phase measurements 
Interferometers are the optical instruments used to make 
these wavefront or surface form error measurements. They 
interfere the wavefront returning from a surface under test 
with the wavefront reflected from a reference surface, as 
shown in Figure 1. There are several things to note about 
interferometric measurement of phase. First, it is a differen
tial measurement of the phase (or form) difference between 
the test object and the reference. The reference surface 
may actually be no more spherical than the test object 
because it was made using a similar interferometer. Thus, 
without going through elaborate calibration procedures, 
interferometric measurements of phase are not absolute. 

Second, few instruments, particularly those 
that measure over a volume, measure accu
rately with a dynamic range greater than 1 
part in 1000. Therefore, a phase measuring 
interferometer with a resolution of 2.5 nm 
cannot be expected to yield accurate results 
for errors or departures from sphericity of 
more than about 2.5 µm. Another way of saying 
the same thing is that differential instruments 
are most accurate near null. When it is neces
sary to measure surfaces such as aspheres 
with large departures from sphericity, a null 
lens is used to reduce the large departure to 
something nearly spherical. 

Third, when it comes to the performance of 
an optical instrument, the phase of the 
wavefront is often not the attribute of interest. 
Rather, it is the slope of the wavefront (or 
slope of the normals to the wavefront) that 

affects performance.1 Even so, measurement using interfer
ence between a surface and a reference of the opposite 
curve, as done with a "test plate," is widely used because 
this method has provided an easy and accurate method of 
checking the form error in small optics since the time of 
Newton. 

Measurement of slope errors 
However, for optics over 300 mm or so in diameter, no one 
would think of using a test plate and matching one solid 
glass spherical surface to another of the opposite curve 
(see Figure 2). Test plates are too expensive and risky to the 
optics in larger sizes. In the case of large optics, the slope 
of the wavefront is often measured using the "knife edge" 
test. Here, the knife edge partially blocks the rays near 
focus. The variations in intensity over the aperture under 
test indicate the magnitude and position of the slope er
rors. 

While slope errors may be important in determining the 
performance of an optical system, it is still necessary for 
opticians to know where the bumps are on a surface to 
improve the form error. Opticians need the kind of informa
tion that phase interferometry provides. Until the laser was 
invented, however, the optician was forced to use slope 
information to test large optical surfaces because there was 
no alternative. Rather than mathematically integrating the 
slope information, most opticians learned empirically how 
to deal directly with slope information, but this was a 
tedious and expensive process. 

The long spatial coherence of the laser made interferom
etry at a distance possible. This permitted opticians to 
interpret phase data for large optics the same way they 

Figure 1. Interferometer for surface shape error measurement. 
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were used to doing it for small 
optics. 

Environmental effects on accu
racy 
Unfortunately, the long optical 
paths involved with large optics 
present their own unique prob
lems. Microscopic thermal fluc
tuations in air create variations 
in optical path length that are 
large compared with the resolu
tion of the interferometer; all but 
the quietest environments vibrate 
with amplitudes and frequencies 
that are high relative to interfero
metric resolutions and data cap
ture rates. This generally makes 
high resolut ion phase inter
ferometry of large optics a very 
tedious task involving the averaging of many sets of noisy 
data in a computer. 

With slope measuring techniques, environmental effects 
are averaged in an analog fashion at the detector. The 
environment may instantaneously make the local centroid 
of the intensity pattern fluctuate in position, but the time 
average location more closely represents "truth" as time 
goes on. Because a computer is not needed to average data, 
it can be efficiently used for integrating the slope data to 
produce contour maps for the optician. 

Slope measuring methods also have other advantages: 
they are absolute and they work in single pass—that is, they 
can use a distant source as a test object. Slope measure
ments are absolute in the sense that one optical surface is 
not compared to another, but rather the ray slopes from 
one part of the aperture are compared with those from 
another. No auxiliary optics are needed. 

Similarly with the single pass nature of slope measure
ments, no auxiliary optics are needed. All that is required is 
the ability to accurately position a knife edge to partially 
obscure the rays near focus while observing the intensity in 
the aperture with a CCD camera. For these same reasons, 
optical wavefront sensors used in atmospheric error cor
rection are universally slope measuring devices and the 
source sensed is the object being observed. 
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Figure 2. Surface form measured with a test plate. Micrometer separation of surfaces exaggerated 
to show pairs of interfering reflected rays. 
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